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CURVATURE FORMS FOR LORENTZ 2-MANIFOLDS

JOHN T. BURNS

Abstract. As a converse to the Gauss-Bonnet theorem for Lorentz metrics

on 2-manifolds, ^e show that if ß is a 2-form on the torus T2 and

/ j-! ß = 0 then U is the curvature form of some Lorentz metric on T2.

Introduction. In this paper, we will show that if ß is a 2-form on the torus

T2 and \Ti £2 = 0, then £2 is the curvature form of some Lorentz metric on

T2. For compact oriented 2-dimensional Riemannian manifolds, this "con-

verse to the Gauss-Bonnet theorem" has been proved by Wallach and Warner

[5], in which crucial use is made of the Hodge decomposition theorem for

harmonic forms. Avez [2, Chapitre III] has extended the Hodge theorem to

include certain Lorentz metrics on T2. It is precisely this extension that

enables us to extend the Wallach and Warner result to the Lorentzian case.

Definitions, notation, and preliminary results. For convenience, we recall the

terminology of harmonic forms and state without proof the main results of

[2], which one may consult for detailed proofs.

Let V be an «-dimensional real vector space with a symmetric nondegener-

ate bilinear form g having í negative squares and n — s positive squares when

written in canonical form. Let V be the dual space of V. Then g induces a

similar bilinear form g on V. A basis [Xx, . . . , Xn) of V is called orthonor-

mal if g(X¡, Xj) = ± S0. Define numbers e¡ = ±1 by g(X¡, Xf) = e¡8r If

{9X, . . . ,9n) is the corresponding dual basis, then g(9¡, 9) = e¡8y. g^also

induces a similar form denoted by gp on each of the vector spaces APV, for

1 < p < n — 1. For À, p G APV, where À = a, A • • ■ A oip and p = ßx

A • ; • A ßp, «,, ßj G V, l< i < p, 1 < j < p, define gp(X, p) =

det[g(a,, ßj)]. If V is oriented, then for 1 < p < n - 1, there is an isomor-

phism * : ApV^A"-pV [4, p. 15]. Let 0/ - 0,t A • ; ■ A 9-, 1 < /, < i2
< • ■ • < i < n, be a basis element of A^K. Then * 0, =

(sgn o)gn_p(&j, ®j)@j, where J is the set of indices complementary to / in

{1, 2, . . . , n), and o is the permutation {/,/}-* {1, 2, ..., n). It follows

that *-i: A"-pV^>ApV satisfies *~J = (^-iy(n-Pl+s*. Note in particular,

that if n = 2 and p = 1, then AXV =^V, and for the orthonormal basis

{9X, 92) of V it follows that * : K-> V is defined by * 9X = g(92, 92)92 =

e292 and  * 62 = - g(9x, 9X)9X = - ex9x.
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Now let M be an oriented Lorentz manifold of dimension n with metric g,

and let EpiM) be the vector space of smooth /?-forms on M. With the aid of

the operator * and the exterior derivative d, define an operator 8: EP(M)^>

Ep~xiM), 1 < p < n, which associates to each /?-form a a ip - l)-form

8a = (- iy*~xd * a. Finally, for each/?, 0 < p < n, define the linear opera-

tor A: Ep(M)^>Ep(M) by A = d8 + 8d. On E°(R2, g), that is on C°°

functions defined on R2 with the flat metric g: ds2 = dx2 - dy2, A is the

operator (-l)n = (-l)(92/9x2-92/9y2). Recall that the operators * and

A commute. The Hodge decomposition theorem for compact oriented

Riemannian manifolds [6] states that EpiM) = d(Ep~x(M)) © 8(EP+X(M))

© HpiM), where HpiM) = {u E Ep(M)\Au = 0}, and the decomposition is

orthogonal with respect to the scalar product (a, ß} = fMa A * ß for a, ß

E EpiM). Avez calls a compact Lorentz manifold (A/, g) strongly de Rham if

the Hodge decomposition theorem is true on (A/, g).

We now consider the torus F2 with a flat Lorentz metric g defined by its

components gxx = a2, g22 = — b2, gx2 = g2x = 0. The key theorems necessary

for our result are now stated, where the second number is the original number

in Avez [2].

Theorem (A.l) (11, III). // \gxx/g22\ = a2/b2 is an irrational algebraic

number, then T2 with the metric g is strongly de Rham.

Theorem (A.2) (9, III). On a strongly de Rham manifold M, dim HpiM) =

BpiM), where BpiM) is the pth Betti number of M.

Main result.

Theorem. Let M be a compact connected orientable 2-dimensional manifold

which admits a Lorentz metric. Let il be a 2-form on M. Then a necessary and

sufficient condition that ß be the curvature form of some Lorentz metric on M is

that /M ß = 2ttx(A/), where x(M) is the Euler characteristic of M.

Proof. As is well known, the only compact connected orientable 2-dimen-

sional manifold which admits a Lorentz metricjs the 2-torus T2. Hence the

necessary and sufficient condition becomes jTiQ= 0. Necessity follows from

the Gauss-Bonnet theorem for indefinite metrics [1], [3]. For the sufficiency,

let g be a strongly de Rham Lorentz metric on T2, which exists by Theorem

(A.l), and let ß be the curvature form for g. Then /r2(ß - ß) = 0. By

Theorem (A.2), dim H\T2) = B0iT2) = I, which implies that the harmonic

0-forms, i.e. the harmonic functions, are constants. Now let tj be a harmonic

2-form, i.e. At/ = 0. Then since A( * tj) = * (Atj) = 0, * 17 is a harmonic

function and, by the above, a constant. Then

(Q - Ö, tj) = f (12 - Q) A * tj = ( * tj) f (Q - 0) = 0.

Since 17 is arbitrary, we have that ß - ß is orthogonal to the harmonic

2-forms. By the Hodge theorem, there exists a 2-form ß such that Aß = ß —

ß. Let X = * ß.
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We will show that Q is the curvature form of the metric g = eg. Let

[Xx, X2) be a local orthonormal frame field on T2 for the metric g and let

{9X, 92] be the corresponding local oriented coframe field. If we set 9i = ex9¡,

then {9X, 92) is a local coframe field for the metric g. Now fi = duX2, where

ux2 is the connection form uniquely determined by the requirements toI2 =

-w12, d(ex9x) = e292 A ^xux2, and d(e292) = ex9x A e2u2X [7, p. 51]. We com-

pute w12. Let ¿/A = XX9X + X292. Then

d(ex9x) = ex(-X2ex9x - exe2uX2) A 92

= (-A2e,o, + A,e202 - exe2ux2) A ^x#2 = ( * dX - exe2ux2) A 92.

In the Riemannian case ex = e2= 1, so e,e2 = 1 also, and we have

d9x = ( * dX - w12) A 92 = -(w12 - * dX) A 92.

Hence tö12 = w12 — * dX,  the  equation  of Wallach  and  Warner.  In  the

Lorentz case, exe2 = — I, so

d(e\Ö\) = -(^i^2wi2 + e\ei( * dX)) A 92 = -ex(o3X2 + * dX) Ae292.

Hence cox2 = w12 + * dX. Now for 2-forms, A = dS, where S = (—1) * d * .

Using this, we find the curvature form of the metric g = e2Xg is

dûX2 = dux2 + d *dX = dux2 - dSß = Í2 - Aß = ñ.        Q.E.D.
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